[Factors influencing the effectiveness of ergotherapy in the early rehabilitation stage in patients with cerebral stroke].
An objective of the study was to assess factors influencing the effectiveness of ergotherapy in the early rehabilitation stage depending on the character and localization of cerebral stroke, degree of brain damage, age and sex of the patient. One hundred patients, 47 men and 53 women, with verified ischemic or hemorrhage cerebral stroke were examined. The Functional Independence Scale was used to assess the degree of rehabilitation of cognitive and psychosocial functions. After the evaluation of disturbances of patient's daily activity, the individual complexes of ergotherapy were worked out in order to improve this kind of activity and self-service. The data obtained revealed that age, sex, degree of brain damage and character of stroke influenced the effectiveness of ergotherapy in the early rehabilitation stage. The best effectiveness was observed in men (p < 0.05), in cases up to 59 years (p < 0.05), in hemiparesis (p < 0.05) and in hemorrhage stroke.